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Spectral methods are of a great use when it comes to solving mathematical problems 

analytically or numerically. They are especially useful for solving linear PDEs. Fast Fourier 

Transform (FFT) provides a fast algorithm for calculation of discrete Fourier transform which makes 

it easy and effective to implement in numerical simulations. It’s hard to overestimate its 

advantages since, when applicable, it provides very high (accuracy/calculation time) ratio, 

unbeatable by most of other algorithms. 

Two examples of solving PDEs using FFT were considered in the class. First was 1D heat 

equation on a finite interval. The exact analytical solution of the problem was used to explain the 

natural way in which using FFT leads to the easy way of solving this problem numerically.  The basic 

steps of an algorithm for numerical solution of the problem were portrayed along with the results 

of such simulations. It turns out that FFT is especially useful here as we can solve this problem in 

just one step in the Fourier space and no consecutive time-stepping is needed. 

Second problem considered was 2D nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE) and its 

regularized form. A brief overview on origins and features of the problem was given. This equation 

cannot be solved analytically easily so various numerical methods are used to get approximate 

numerical solutions. Split-step method is one of the most popular for this particular equation 

because this method has a set of nice properties such as preserving some integrals of motions of 

the system with high accuracy. It was described how the right hand side of the equation can be 

divided into linear and nonlinear part, first of which can be solved exactly in Fourier Space and 

second in real space. The FFT comes useful again here in solving the linear part of the equation. 

Split-step numerical method combines two of these parts to construct a time-stepping scheme 

providing a numerical solution at a given time Tfinal. Split-step schemes of 1st and 2nd order in time 

were described in some detail justifying the corresponding orders. Construction of higher-order 

split-step numerical schemes was discussed at the end of the talk. 
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